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Themes and images

Human behavior is often described in terms of physical movements or attitudes. ... â€žtempest in my mindâ€œ (3.4.12) does not actually constitute a metaphor ... Music: âœ“ Only 2 images taken from realm of music: â€žthe poor distressed Lear's I'the town. 
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Litté 1/



T h e m e s an d im age s



Source: Première leçon sur: The Tragedy of King Lear, Henri Suhamy, Ellipses.



! Imagery very impt in KL. ! I cannot heave My heart into my mouth: the physical vividness of the phrase is so stricking that it does not easily lend itself to a strictly stylistic decoding. Heart can be a metonymy --> sentiment, or can be taken as a common emblem of love. Mouth would have the metonymical meaning of speech. ! Heart is one of the key-words and key-themes of the play: Kent is „truehearted“ and „honest-hearted“, Edmund hopes that Edward’s ”heart is not in the contents“ of the letter, Regan speaks to Lear of her „true heart“, Lear wants to anatomize Regan, „see what breeds about her heart“. ! It is difficult to sort out what belongs to the imagery and what comes under the heading of language and style. ! Another example: the verb smell. „Do you smell a fault?“ Gloucester asks Kent: metaphor based on an implicit comparison btw mental and physical way of discovering some truth. „and let him smell His way to Dover“ (3.7.92) Regan. ! Either the words are taken literally, or metaphorically. Sometimes the distinction seems blurred. Can be regarded in either case as being part of the imagery of the play, since they appeal to the imagination and sensibility of the public. Physical images: ! Communication and miscommunication is often referred to in terms of sensorial perception. ! Taste: actions and expercience of life are often compared to food: „O dear son Edgar, The food of thy abused father’s wrath“ (4.1.23)



! Human error, sin, or predicament are referred to as diseases: Lear says to Goneril that she is to him „a disease … a boil … a plague sore (2.2.411). Cordelia was expected to be „the balm“ of L’s age (1.1.216). ! Human behavior is often described in terms of physical movements or attitudes. „A sovereign shame so elbows him“ (Kent 4.3.43): personification of shame, compared to a stubborn companion walking side by side with Lear. ! The words referring to sensations caused by cold, heat or fire are sometimes taken at face value, but they may also assume a figurative meaning. „‘Tis strange



that from their cold’st neglect My love should kindle to inflamed respect“ (1.1.256): the King of France combines metaphor and antithesis. ! „Behold yon simp’rig dame, Whose face between her forks presages snow“ (4.6.117) snow symbol of chastity (cd be called frigidity today). Ambiguity due to the syntax: the lady’s simpering face (shyness and modesty) promises that the part of her body placed btw her legs (forming a fork) will remain chaste --> inversion normally sd be ‚whose face presages snow btw her forks‘. The incongruity of the syntax has the result of putting a face btw her legs, which produces a comic and bawdy effect. Animals ! abundant animal imagery. 3 features: o



imagery almost systematically disparaging: tends to debase humanity to a low level (except comparison with ‚the birds I’the’cage‘ 5.3.9).



o



emblems: each animal referred to represents a sort of allegory: goat = lecherous disposition in man, serpent = perfidy and ingratitude



! Latin proverb saying that Man is a wolf to man: lear mentions Goneril’s „wolfish visage“ (1.4.300). o



Yet animals also embody the dark irrepressible instinct of life, the vital brutality. Same sort of duality in the numerous references to Nature.



Vegetation: ! The semantic field of vegetation does not occur often in the play, perhaps because nature as a whole is so insistently mentioned. ! Visually pst on stage: Lear crowned wth flowers Cosmic images ! Landscape seems vividly pst in KL. Cosmic phenomena take part in the action, so not really needed linguistically. „tempest in my mind“ (3.4.12) does not actually constitute a metaphor. Clothes-houses ! Impt and ambivalent theme. King of france compares the favor that C enjoyed from her father to a rich drapery: wondrs how she would „dismantle so many folds



of favour“ (1.1.218). ! The clothes imagery is often linked to deceit: cover the naked truth, they mean flattery, make-believe, false appearances. ! Helplessness of man thrown into the world without clothes. ! Text contains traditional idea that body serves as house to the soul. Jewels, money, precious objects: ! Jewels are not endowed with mystic beauty and significance (contrary to Sh’s usual tendency). Text contains an implicit denunciation of mercantile values. ! By making love a sort of commodity to be measured and weighed, lear has lost the sense of its true value.



Weapons and Tools ! C’s disobedience is compared to an instrument of torture (like an engine wrenched



my frame of nature From the fixed place (1.4.258). Music: ! Only 2 images taken from realm of music: „the poor distressed Lear’s I’the town



Who sometimes in his better tune remembers What we are come about“ (4.3.39). Tune = frame of mind + connotation of harmony. (cf recurrent theme of conflict btw harmony and dissonance). ! Lear compared to a musical instrument out of tune: „Th‘ untuned and jarring



senses, O, wind up Of this child-changed father“ (4.7.16).
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